Achates Power Continues Development of Opposed-Piston
Technology for U.S. Army Vehicles
Recent contract extends Opposed-Piston Engine technology to U.S. Army Tactical
Vehicles
SAN DIEGO, January 27, 2021 - Achates Power has announced that it was recently awarded a
$5 million contract from the U.S. Army to expand the family of opposed-piston engines for
military vehicles. The project, awarded in late-2020, builds upon the success of the Advanced
Combat Engine (ACE).
The U.S. Army, after seeing the demonstrated capability of the Advanced Combat Engine, has
committed to expanding the family of engines by creating opposed-piston engines for tactical
vehicle engines. The family of engines strategy uses a common power cylinder system across
several different engine variants to address a range of power and torque requirements in order
to serve multiple military vehicles with a common architecture. Achates Power will begin the
study and design of the initial tactical vehicle concept engine and has selected Southwest
Research Institute (SwRI) to contribute its expertise in advanced materials to reduce heat
rejection and improve power density and efficiency.
“We’ve shown with our work on the Advanced Combat Engine that the Opposed-Piston Engine
is a superior engine with increased power density and efficiency in a reduced package size,
which allows the Army to better engage and evade combatants,” said John S. Major, vice
president, Achates Power. “Building the family of engines strategy around the Opposed-Piston
Engine architecture further allows the U.S. Army to leverage part commonality across the
engine architecture platforms for logistics, spare parts, training, and more, further reducing
concerns while conducting missions. Moreover, developing engines for both military and
commercial vehicles allows us to advance the overall capability of opposed-piston engines more
quickly.”
Achates Power is partnered with Cummins, Inc. to develop the Advanced Combat Engine for
the U.S. Army. The ACE project delivers a significantly more capable engine for combat
vehicles and will be running as a vehicle demonstration in a Bradley Fighting Vehicle later in
2021.
In December 2020, Achates Power announced that their 10.6L heavy-duty commercial vehicle
project had achieved both the ULNOx and CO2 reduction milestones using conventional and
cost-effective aftertreatment systems, and that vehicle integration was proceeding.
Demonstration vehicles will be on the road in 2021 in commercial fleet application. For more
information on this project, please see the recent release: https://achatespower.com/wpcontent/uploads/2021/01/OP-Engine-Achieves-Significant-Emissions-Milestone-for-CommercialVehicles.pdf
About Achates Power, Inc.
The Achates Power Opposed-Piston Engine is engineered to meet future emissions and fuel
economy standards more cost effectively than any other solution. Founded in 2004 with the
mission to build cleaner, more efficient engines, the company has an experienced staff of
engineers and scientists working with leading engine manufacturers to bring the OP Engine to
market. Achates Power is backed by the Oil and Gas Climate Initiative and other investors. For
more information visit www.achatespower.com.
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